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Abstract

Wireless Networks, and more specifically Wireless MANs are prone to security hazards.
This paper proposes an alternate method of encryption at the physical layer, which can
improve the security of Wireless MANs.
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1 Introduction
The existing security mechanism of WMANs is based on some sort of encryption with a
keystream. Both transmitting and receiving parties know one part of the keystream called
the secret key and it does not change frequently. Another part of the keystream is called
Initial Vector (IV), which is changed every packet. But the IV is also sent in the open so
that the receiving parties know which IV has been used.
This form of security is always prone to security attacks. There are suggested as possible
ways of reducing security threat but obviously they are not foolproof.
The basic reason why this security attacks are easy to implement is the fact that anybody
with a WMAN Network Interface Card (NIC) working in promiscuous mode attached to
his laptop can snoop on the network and record data over a long time. Then by analyzing
the data, the hacker can easily decrypt the actual data.
An alternate method of encryption is being that can enhance WMAN security.

2 Security Threats
The different ways the security of a WMAN can be compromised. They are outlined in
detail in [1]. There can be following types of security events –
• Human Initiated Events
• Data Privacy
• Data Forgery
• Denial of Service
• Hardware Errors
Out of these, nothing can be done for security events that occur for human mistakes.
Hardware errors occurring due to reception of wrong signals form a different class of
problem, and hence can be handled in a different way. The proposed method tries to
address security issues arising from the other three events, viz. Data Privacy, Data
Forgery and Denial of Service.

3 Brief Description of the Scheme
The key to enhancing security lies in the prevention of recording the WMAN data by a
hacker who is using standard WMAN NIC hardware. All WMAN Physical Layer
protocols use different physical layer configurations like encoding rates and modulation
schemes to achieve different data rates. The transmitter sends the information regarding
which physical layer configuration is used to the receiver at the beginning of the packet.
This information is sent using a pre-determined physical layer configuration so that the
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receiver can understand this information. All the subsequent packets are demodulated and
decoded in the receiver according to this information.
If this information regarding physical layer configuration sent after encrypting with a
secret key that is known only to valid users, a promiscuous WMAN NIC card not having
the key will not be able to decode or demodulate the received data properly. Hence the
data available to the hacker will be all junk and it will be very difficult for the hacker to
decrypt the data. However, since the number of allowable sets of physical layer
configurations in a particular implementation is limited, this scheme only gives limited
protection from a hacker who can intelligently generate a possible set of keys which,
when used for decryption can cover all the possible sets of physical layer configuration.
Hence a second level of protection is necessary. As part of this second level protection,
two things can be done. Firstly, some other useful information like length of the packet is
also encrypted with the secret key (KEY1). Secondly, the actual data sent subsequently
can be encrypted with another time varying key (KEY2), which can be sent as part of the
segment encrypted with KEY1. The first process reduces the probability tha t the hacker
will be able to decrypt by intelligently generating a set of keys covering all possible
scenarios since now the number of bytes encrypted with the secret key is quite large. The
second process provides a second level of security in the sense that even if somehow the
physical layer configuration of the receiver is matched to the transmitter, still the data is
not recoverable. It also provides a scope of generating a time varying key (KEY2), which
allows for added protection.
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4 Detailed Description
4.1 Existing Systems
The block diagram of the physical layer of the typical communication system used in
Wireless is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 Existing Communication System Block Diagram
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4.2 Proposed System
Figure 2 shows where encryption and decryption can be employed to enhance the
security (shaded blocks show the new additions)
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Figure 2 Proposed Communication System Block Diagram
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4.2.1 Features
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

The first level encryption and decryption are done using the same secret key
(KEY1) that is available to all the valid users of the network
It is assumed that the secret key (KEY1) is delivered to all valid users of the
network using some secure mechanism and will be changed from time to time.
The Physical layer system Parameters encrypted using KEY1 can be
o Error Control Coding parameters
o Modulation Type
o Length of the Packet
o Scrambling Seed
o The second level encryption key (KEY2)
o Any other Information
Parameters defining different Schemes possible for Error Control Coding can be
o Type of Error Control Coding (Convolutional, Reed-Solomon, Turbo etc.)
o Parameter of a particular error control coding (e.g. Rate and Polynomial
for Convolutional Code)
Parameters defining different Schemes possible for Modulation can be
o Type of Modulation (BPSK, QPSK, QAM etc.)
o Parameter of a modulation (e.g. constellation for QPSK)
Parameters that can be modified using KEY2 can be
o Interleaving pattern
o Phase offset for OFDM symbols
o Constellation Mapping
o Any other information
A receiver not having the correct key (KEY1) has wrong information about the
physical layer system parameters. Hence it cannot configure its Physical layer to
proper parameter values required for reception. It also does not know what the
second level key is (KEY2).
A receiver not having the correct KEY2 will not be able to receive the correct
data as it will not know the kind of modification that is made in the relevant
algorithm parameters. Also the transmitter can change the KEY2 frequently to
provide added level of security.

4.2.2 Example
In 802.11g ERP-OFDM, the Physical layer system parameters are modulation technique
(BPSK, QPSK, QAM16 or QAM64), convolutional coding rate (1/2, 1/3 or 2/3), packet
length and scrambler seed. This information is passed to the receiver through the use of
SIGNAL (24 bits) and SERVICE (16 bits) field. The signal field is sent using priorknown modulation (BPSK) and prior-known convolutional coding rate (rate ½).
The following mechanism can be used to enhance the security of the ERP-OFDM system.
• Encrypt SIGNAL field SERVICE field and KEY2 with KEY1 and send to receiver.
• Use KEY2 to modify Physical layer algorithms. The modifications can be -
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The 48 data points of each OFDM symbol input to IFFT can be randomly rotated
in phase using random numbers generated from KEY2. The pilot insertion and
zero insertion are not phase rotated. This provides an added level of security, as
known data is not encrypted.
Another possible option may be to change the interleaving pattern randomly
based on KEY2.

4.2.3 Application to 802.20
The actual PHY to be used in 802.20 is yet to be finalized. But whichever scheme is
chosen, the principles described above can always be applied to enhance the security of
the system. The security aspects are discussed in details in the next Section.

5 Security Aspects mitigated by proposed scheme
5.1 Data Privacy
Data Privacy is compromised when an unauthorized user gains access to all the encrypted
traffic between two points and can decrypt that. To decrypt, one needs the encrypted
message, the algorithm and the key. A hacker can discover the key if one is given the
encrypted text, the algorithm and the original plain text message. This is commonly
known as the “Known Plain-text Attack”. Since there is lot of known fields in the header
portions, the hacker can run some analyzing software on the recorded encrypted message
using some standard Wireless NIC to find out the key and then decrypt the whole
message. One suggested way of circumventing this problem is to change the key quite
frequently, but it does not provide full-proof security.
In the proposed system, the data recorded by the hacker will be totally wrong because it
has been demodulated wrongly, the error control coding rates are different, the
constellation demapping is wrong due to random phase shift and the length of the packet
is also decoded wrongly. Analyzing such data will not provide any clue to the original
key used.

5.2 Data Forgery
Data Forgery happens when an unauthorized user inserts data into network as a valid
user. There are two ways valid data enters the network, replay and mimicking. For
replaying, the hacker just records the message received and replays it at a latter time. For
mimicking, he has to gene rate some valid messages to mimic some existing valid station.
In the proposed system, since the encryption takes place in the Physical layer, the data
itself is not possible to be recorded above MAC layer. Thus replay method is not
possible. For mimicking, the hacker needs to have the knowledge of the key. In present
systems, the key can be discovered using “Known Plain-text Attack”, as described in
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section 5.1. Since that is not possible in the proposed system, mimicking also can be
prevented.

5.3 Denial of Service
The intruder can flood the network with either valid or invalid messages. The intruder
could also jam the channel, inhibiting all transfer of information. This prevents the valid
users to use the network service and hence is known as “Denial of Service” attack.
In the proposed system, the hacker can never generate a valid message using software
tools. With proper design of the MAC-PHY interface, all invalid messages can be filtered
out at the PHY layer itself, thereby limiting the “Denial of Service” effect to minimal
damage. However channel jamming cannot be prevented using the proposed system.

6 Summary
In his paper, we have proposed in new technique of encryption in the Physical layer. The
very property of the proposed system disallows hackers from using standard Network
Interface cards, recording the data at MAC level, analyzing the recorded data to find out
the key and then use the key to decrypt subsequent messages. It also disallows hackers to
generate valid messages for Data Forgery and Denial of Service. In the proposed system,
even to attempt all such things, the hacker would need costly specialized hardware, which
itself will be a big deterrent to hacking.
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